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Purpose Agenesis of the corpus callosum (AgCC) is one of several disorders of the structure that connects the two
hemispheres of the brain. We describe two patients with AgCC and compare their magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) findings with those of healthy controls. Methods Two females with AgCC underwent brain
MRI. DTIStudio software (CMRM, Johns Hopkins Medical Institute, MD, USA) was used to reconstruct the corpus
callosum (CC) fibers. Results MRI revealed periventricular plaques, complete CC agenesis of corpus callosum, and a
residual anterior commissure (AC). In the DTI images of normal subjects, transcallosal fiber tracts were apparent, and
formed many more connections to the frontal area than was the case in the patients. Conclusion Early diagnosis and
intervention may improve the social and developmental outcomes of patients with AgCC. Symptoms and seizures must be
managed. A focus on right/left co-ordination render the condition much more manageable than is otherwise the case.
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Ⅰ. Introduction
The adult corpus callosum (CC) connects the brain
hemispheres and contains about 180 million axons of
which 40% are myelinated.1) The CC is completely absent in patients with agenesis of the CC (AgCC); a partial absence is termed dysgenesis.2) AgCC is caused by
disruption of one of several steps in neural development. The effects depend on the extent of brain abnormality and range from subtle through mild to
severe. The latter patients may exhibit intellectual impairment, seizures, hydrocephalus, and spasticity.2)
AgCC is not uncommon; the clinical features span a
spectrum and the neurological features are variable.
AgCC is often associated with neurodevelopmental
handicaps in children; AgCC is usually detected by
neuroimaging (computed tomography, MRI, electroencephalography, and/or sonography.2) MRI optimally
reveals the cortical and subcortical architectures and
http:dx.doi.org/10.17817/2020.02.11.111503

diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) (a specific form of diffusion-weighted imaging [DWI]) evaluates restriction of
perpendicular water diffusion in the brain; water motion is less constrained in other directions. DTI identifies disconnections and reveals post-stroke white-matter damage.3) DTI images brain axonal pathways using
fractional anisotropy (FA) to explore tissue microstructure.4) Here, we describe two AgCC patients and
their MRI and DTI findings to compare between T1
anatomical weighted image and tractography.

II. Materials and Methods
1. Subjects & Methods
Two females presented with AgCC; we performed
brain MRI and DTI using a 3.0-T MRI platform
(MAGNETOM Verio; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany)
equipped with a six-channel head coil. We acquired
single-shot, spin-echo echo-planar images of axial slices covering the entire brain [76 2.0-mm-thick interCase report: Imaging of Corpus Callosum Agenesis ∙ 55
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leaved slices (no gaps)]. The operating conditions
were repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE) = 14,300/84
ms; field of view = 224 × 224 mm2; matrix 224 × 224;
voxel size 1 × 1 × 2 mm3; and number of excitations
= 1. Diffusion-sensitizing gradients were applied in 64
non-collinear directions using b-values of 1,000
ms/mm2. The b = 0 images were obtained prior to
DWI (65 volumes in total).5) DTI-Studio software
(CMRM; Johns Hopkins Medical Institute, MD, USA)
was used to reconstruct the CC fibers. Fiber tracking
employed the fiber assignment continuous tracking
(FACT) algorithm with an FA threshold of 0.2 and an
angle threshold of 50º 6); we drew multiple regions of
interest (ROIs).7, 8) CC tractography was performed by
manually drawing ROIs on individual FA color maps;
we employed the two-ROIs approach. One region
was drawn on a midsagittal slice encompassing the
entire CC, and the second adjacent to the cortex;
these were associated with multiple projections to the
orbital, frontal, parietal, occipital, and temporal lobes.

All ROIs were drawn using the anatomical landmarks
and guidelines of Huang et al.9) In addition, data of
cognitive functions were collected from medical report, which are such as Korean mini-mental state examination(MMSE-K), global deterioration scale(GDS).

III. Results
For cases of C and D, they had cognitive problems,
there showed a score of 16 and 18 on the MMSE-K,
respectively. It was able to have memory registration
but not able to recall of memory. Also, they appeared
to be low attention and visual perception problem.
For GDS, it showed a score of 6 and 5, respectively.
MRI revealed periventricular plaques; parallel ventricular alignment (the ‘racing car’ sign) and colpocephaly were also evident. In the sagittal profile, complete CC agenesis with residual anterior commissures
(ACs) were evident (Fig. 1). DTI revealed total ab-

Figure 1. MRI reveals the neuroanatomical characteristics of AgCC compared to those of normal subjects. Structural
T1-weighted MRI (axial and sagittal images) of a normal male and female (top) and AgCC females (bottom).
AC, anterior commissure; C, colpocephaly; CC, corpus callosum; CM, cortical malformation.
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sence of the CCs (Fig. 2). In the DTI image of a normal subject, the transcallosal fiber tracts are color-coded by reference to their projections (orbital
lobe, blue; frontal lobe, green; parietal lobe, orange;
occipital lobe, yellow; and temporal lobe, cyan. A
large amount of the CC was connected to the frontal
area (Fig. 3).

IV. Discussion
The CC is the largest structure connecting the brain
hemispheres.10) It remains unclear whether the connections are primarily excitatory or inhibitory. If they
are excitatory,11) brain asymmetries will be in play; the
hemispheres will function independently.12) AgCC is
associated with severe deficits in cognition and social

Figure 2. DTI reveals the orientations of white matter tracts: Left-to-right, red; anteroposterior, green; and
craniocaudal, purple. DTI of AgCC patients and normal subjects; color FA maps of the white matter tracts
are shown. CC was associated with red fiber tracts on axial images. The upper arrow in the CC genu
indicates the anterior ROIs, the lower arrow in the CC splenium the posterior CC ROIs, and the middle arrow
in the body the bodily ROIs. The FA threshold was 0.2 and the angle threshold 50º.

Figure 3. DTI of representative callosal fibers of a normal subject. The fibers project toward the orbital lobe (blue),
frontal lobe (green), parietal lobe (orange), occipital lobe (yellow), and temporal lobe (cyan).
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skills.13) The clinical outcomes vary. Interhemispheric
connections may become re-established via the AC or
other networks.14) Most patients with primary AgCC
lack AC involvement. Persistence of the AC alone may
not explain the residual interhemispheric influences,
but the AC may engage in compensatory adaptive
plasticity (recruitment of AC fibers). In our cases, MRI
revealed ACs but no CCs. DTI, an extension of diffusion weighted imaging (DWI), takes advantages of
the brain's limited perpendicular water motion to fiber
tracts but less constrained motion in the direction of
fiber tracts. Conventional structural imaging techniques
such as computed tomography (CT) and MRI make it
possible to demonstrate whether such structurally intact region is functionally normal. DTI can help to
identify disconnected regions and determine the extent of white matter damage post stroke.3) DTI provides imaging of axonal pathways in the living brain
and provides information about tissue microstructure
by measuring fractional anisotropy (FA).4) No standard
AgCC treatment exists; it is important to explore the
impact of AgCC on overall function and prescribe
(possibly) rehabilitative interventions. Usually, symptoms and seizures are managed as they occur.
Chiappedi and Maurizio suggested that physiotherapy
may reduce motor problems and their sequelae in patients with complex neurodevelopmental disorders, as
may motor, cognitive, and relational training.13) Two
cases did not show any physical problems but having
the cognitive dysfunction. Especially, they were able
to have a memory registration but not able to recall
of memory. Rehabilitative treatments affect brain networking (and even brain shape); training intensity and
duration must be appropriate. Plasticity refers to the
ability of the brain to change based on new inputs;
plasticity may be enhanced by training even in older
adults. Early diagnosis and therapy of/for AgCC patients, with a focus on right/left co-ordination, render
the condition much more manageable than is otherwise the case. Rapid diagnosis and treatment may improve social and developmental outcomes. Here, we
described the MRI and DTI findings of our patients;
we did not explore movement in detail. We did not
perform coronal MRI, and we did not examine the
58 ∙ Case report: Imaging of Corpus Callosum Agenesis

cingulum or Probst bundles.
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